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pro.UP
DESCRIPTION
Programming interface, allowing communication between the application BeUP and the Beninca compatible control units*

Some of the main functionalities:
- The app recreates the structure of the menu in the control unit: each function is described in detail.
- Once the new pro.UP board is connected to the control unit, the installer can see on the app the status of the gate, the inputs 

and send commands.
- The parameters and logic can be adjusted and the error messages read
- By configuring pro.UP for communication via Internet, you can read the diagnostics data also from remote, before going to the 

system.
- You can start a registration log of the events for monitoring the control unit over time.
- It allows saving and sharing of a control unit configurations to quickly implement on another similar one or use as a backup copy.
- It allows firmware upgrading of the control unit to which it is connected, always from a specific section inside the BeUP installer 

app.

*On release of this document, the compatible control units are:

Control unit Minimum firmware version for 
pro.UP compatibility

DIVA.3 - DIVA.5 b1.18

BULL624 TURBO - BULL1224 TURBO v1.00

ROMEO b1.10

JIM3 (9B) b1.10

JACK24.50 - JACK24.80 b1.10

BULL424SW b1.08

HYBRA24 b2.00

BULL 1524 1C

BULL 624 1C

SAM.E24

All the functions described in this manual refer to the following minimum versions of the app:
BeUP iOS  1.3.6
BeUP Android  1.6.1
and at least the pro.UP firmware version 2.0.14

ATTENTION!! Some advanced functionalities could require a software upgrade of the control unit.
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pro.UP board
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P1 Button to manage the WiFi access point and reset the device

12/24V 12/24 Vac/dc power supply input.
Normally, pro.UP receives power from the EXP connector. In some cases, it may be necessary to directly power the 
board. 

ETH Ethernet Port

EXP Connector for serial connection to the control unit using the flat cable supplied.

IN Clean contact input

OUT Output equipped with exchange contact NO-NC-COM. to control the external devices (Lights, alarms, etc.) 
250Vac 5A max.

L1 LED WiFi /LAN (green colour only):
1) pro.UP not configured (wifi not enabled): LED off. 
2) Access Point mode enabled: off 1 second, on 1 second. 
3) pro.UP in connection to WiFi/LAN network: off 250 ms, on 250 ms. 
4) pro.UP in connection to server via internet: off 125 ms, on 125 ms. 
5) pro.UP connected to server: LED always on. 

L2 POWER LED (red colour only):
the LED switches on with the light fixed when pro.UP is powered correctly.

L3 Input status diagnostic LED

L4 Output status diagnostic LED



COMMUNICATION SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The connection between pro.UP and the control unit takes place via a flat cable with quick serial connector to the EXP port on the 
control unit.
The connection between pro.UP and the BeUP app can take place in two ways:pro.UP connessioni

SERVER-CLOUD MODEM-ROUTER

WiFi
DATI

ADSL
Fibra ottica

WiFi 
ETHERNET*

WiFi locale creata dalla scheda pro.UP

UTILIZZO DA LOCALE

UTILIZZO DA REMOTO

SERIALE

1) LOCAL use
pro.UP uses an incorporated WI.FI module and the BeUP app is capable of connecting directly if found in the coverage radius of the WiFi.

Note: the first pro.UP/BeUP connection must always take place as follows.

(*) on release of this manual, pro.UP only supports the connection via WiFi, however the firmware is being developed to connect 
to a LAN network using the Ethernet connection

2) REMOTE use
In this case, pro.UP connects using its WiFi module to a modem/router connected to the Benincà cloud server via an internet 
network (ADSL/Fibre Optic).
The BeUP app, once authenticated on the Benincà cloud server will be capable of operating from remote on the control unit.

pro.UP/CONTROL UNIT CONNECTION
Refer to the specific illustrations at the end of the manual for the connection of the quick connector compared to the control unit.

DIVA.3 - DIVA.5 - BULL624 TURBO - BULL1224 TURBO Fig. 1
ROMEO - JIM3 (9B) Fig. 2
JACK24.50 - JACK24.80 Fig. 3
BULL424SW Fig. 4
HYBRA24 Fig. 5
BULL 1524 1C - BULL 624 1C Fig. 6
SAM.E24 Fig. 7

NOTE:

In this phase, some connectors may appear different to those represented in the figure. In any case, incorrect insertion of the 
connector does not cause damage to the control unit or pro.UP.

*Attention!: in the HYBRA 24 control units, pro.UP does not receive power from the EXP connector, to power pro.UP it must be wired 
to the accessories power supply of the control unit. 

Local WiFi created by pro.UP board

REMOTE USE

Serial Connection

ADSL
Optic Fiber

WiFi
DATA

LOCAL USE
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BeUP APPLICATION

Diagnostics programming

The «Programming and Diagnostics» section was added to the BeUP 
app for installers.
Accessing, the page appears with the list of pro.UP boards added to 
the cloud server by the installers.
Each installer only sees the pro.UP added by him (reference is made 
to the account used).
At this point, the installer can access one of the boards listed (remote 
connection via server) or decide to connect to the pro.UP from local 
(point-point WiFi connection).
To access from remote, simply click on the pro.UP on the list.
To access from local, instead press the + button on the top right and 
follow the popup tutorial instructions.

NOTE: to connect a new pro.UP to the cloud server, you must firstly 
connect locally (point-point).   

Point-Point Connection

To add a new pro.UP, you must firstly pro-
ceed with the point-point connection of the 
smartphone to the WiFi access generated 
by pro.UP.
From the page with the list of pro.Up boards 
already connected, press the + button on 
the top right. The tutorial pop-up appears 
explaining the passages to execute.
Having pressed the yellow «Connect» button, 
you will be directed to the screen to enter the 
serial number of the pro.UP to connect to.

Having entered the serial number or read it 
using the QR code on the back of the board, 
pressing «Confirm» a pop-up will request 
testing of the network to connect to.
Confirming, the automatic connection pro-
cedure will be started.
If the procedure is successful, you will be 
directed to the Diagnostics page of the 
control unit to which pro.UP is connected.
If the automatic procedure is unsuccessful, 
you must execute the manual connection 
following the tutorial pop-up.
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Diagnostics and Command Board

Both if you access a pro.UP locally (therefore connect to the WiFi 
network issued by pro.UP) or remotely (via internet), the first access 
screen is that of Diagnostics and Control.
The first part of the screen has the references (model and firmware 
version) of the control unit to which pro.UP is connected.
The references follow of the pro.UP board: the name you can assign 
only when pro.UP is configured for connection to the server (remote 
access via internet). Instead, the serial port is unambiguous and 
non-editable, assigned by default.

----Ref. control unit

----Ref. pro.UP

----Gate status and  open %

----Entries status

----Events log management

----Tab

The indicator is found of the gate status: 
>grey dot identifies the gate is closed; 
>yellow dot instead identifies the gate is open;
>flashing yellow/grey dot to identify movement of automation. 

In particular opening movement is indicated by a double arrow to the right inside the flashing dot, while closure is indicated by 
a double arrow to the left; 

>yellow/grey flashing dot identifies movement of automation; 
>grey dot with exclamation mark identifies the device automation status is not known.

The loading bar to the side of the dot indicates the opening % of the gate.
Then, we have the opening % indicator of the gate which can also act as an opening or closure command for a given % settable 
typing the desired value in the box and pressing the button on the side.

Under, we have the automation control. 
PP = step-by-step
OPEN = opening
CLOSE = closure
PED = pedestrian opening
STOP = stop
also here, the button has the indicator function:
> grey square identifies the command is not enabled;
> yellow square identifies the enabled command;
> the grey square with a white cross identifies the fact that command is not managed by the control unit connected to pro.UP.
Then, we have the input and safety device statuses with the dots using the same logic as above:
> yellow dot = input enabled
> grey dot = input not enabled
> grey dot with exclamation mark = input not managed by the connected control unit.
The lower part contains the two buttons for management of log registration of events and lastly the browsing TABS for the various 
screens of the app.
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Events registration (Events Log)

The Diagnostics and Command screen also contains the events 
registration section.
Having enabled the function, the app records the events that take 
place on the control unit, i.e. the changes in status of the commands 
and the inputs, as well as the errors that occur.
You can then consult the record by vertically and horizontally scrolling 
the screen.
The first column is fixed and shows the statuses of registration, when 
an events log was started. The other columns appear when a status 
change occurs.
The column heating outlines the time stamp of when the event 
occurred.
On the top right, there is a button to export the log record in a .csv text 
file; in this file, other than the events, information is also provided on 
the control unit and the pro.UP used.
The number of events which can be registered is approx. 30,000, 
after which registration will continue by chronologically overwriting 
starting from the first.

 

Control unit configuration

The Configuration tab has access to all the 
structure of the menu on the control unit.
Each voice can be browsed, read and edited 
individually.
Under the name of each function, there is a 
brief description and on the side the value 
set. Entering, you access the editing and 
analysis screen of the same item.
Each time the information is saved, it is 
written on the control unit.
NOTE: it is not possible to make changes 
during events log registration.

  
Errors display

The Errors section contains the fixed list of errors possible; they are 
the same as those that would appear on the control unit display.
Also here, there is the error name and a brief description. When an 
error is active, it is highlighted and a warning alert appears on the 
errors TAB icon and, at the end of the error.
The list of errors is always the same for all control units: if a control 
unit does not manage that type of error (e.g. Check motor 2 for sliding), 
that error will simply never activate.
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Firmware upgrade of the control unit

From the firmware upgrade section you 
access the search of files to upload on the 
control unit.
The file must be appropriately saved on 
the telephone and should be specifically 
requested to the Benincà support service.
The procedure starts by pressing the «Up-
grade» button on the bottom, after which the 
progress bar appears of the loading status.
When the upload is complete, the app will 
advise of the successful operation with a 
dedicated text and a  confirmation message 
overlaid.

  

Online connection

Once the point-point WiFi connection (from 
local) is executed to a pro.UP, you can 
configure it for connection to the server 
and then you can access from remote at 
any time via Internet.
Simple press the button with the WiFi sym-
bol on the top right of the Diagnostics and 
Control page.
The tutorial popup appears that explains the 
operations to carry out.
The first message is to choose the WiFi 
network to which the pro.UP* must connect.

(*) on release of this manual, pro.UP only 
supports the connection via WiFi, however 
the firmware is being developed to con-
nect to a LAN network using the Ethernet 
connection.

   

You then access the «System details» screen 
where you can assign a name to the pro.UP, 
enter the information relating to the owner 
of the system and some date regarding the 
gate. There is also a field where you can 
add a photo of the system and notes field.
Having pressed the save key on the top 
right, pro.UP will try to connect to the chosen 
network and then the cloud server.
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When the connection is successful, pro.UP will appear on the list of 
the main access screen in the Programming and Diagnostics section.
Clicking on it, you access the Diagnostics page.

  

WARNING!! SAFETY INFORMATION!!
When there are remote connections (via Internet), you must 
ensure the passageway is guarded by a professional technician 
in the event of changes to parameters or operating logic, or on 
sending commands (e.g. AUTORESET) which would involve one 
or more automatic calibration manoeuvres of automation.
The professional technician at the end of calibration should check 
the impact forces according to standards in force (EN12453).

Configuration

From the side menu , you can access the 
List of Configurations. 
The list appears of all the configurations of the 
Benincà control units created by the installers 
and on the server, under his account.

   
From here you can:
> Implement a configuration previously 
created on the control unit to which pro.UP 
is connected.
You can choose whether to implement the 
complete configuration, only part of the menu 
(PAR e LOG) or only the radio part (RADI).   
> Share a configuration:  
you can also share a configuration with 
someone else.
Once shared, the other installer can import it 
on his list of configurations (next slide).   
> continues on next page....
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... continues from previous list:
> Import a configuration: to import a 
configuration on your list of configurations, 
you can press the button + on the top right 
and choose «Import».
You can then choose the file to import and 
assign it a name.
Once the configuration is imported, a list 
will appear of the configurations of the 
start page.   

   
> Export a configuration: you can also 
export the configuration to the control unit 
to which pro.UP is connected. A new config-
uration is created starting with reading the 
data set on the control unit.
You can choose whether to export only part 
of the menu or part of the radio or both.
Once configuration is created, a list will ap-
pear of the configurations of the start page.

NOTE: the configurations created when 
connected locally with pro.UP (point-point) 
must be synchronised manually with the 
server as soon as the smartphone avails of 
a connection to the Internet To synchronise 
them, simply press the specific button on 
the side of the name of the configuration.

   

RESET pro.UP:
Attention! The reset brings pro.UP to default conditions, all information present is deleted including the association with the 
installer account and any log record.
1.  Disconnect pro.UP: the power supply LED switches off.
2.  Keeping button P1 of pro.UP pressed, power again: power LED L2 switches on with a fixed red light, while the green con-

nection LED L1 starts to flash every 0.2s. Keep the button pressed for approx. 5s, until the green LED L1 is switched on 
fixed. 

3.  Release the button. The green LED L1 stays on for approx. 5s, after which it switches off.
At this point, the reset procedure has concluded.
To return pro.UP to WiFi access point mode, press the button for 5s.
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pro.UP upgrade

From the side menu, you can also access the 
firmware upgrade screen of pro.UP.
The firmware that the company releases is au-
tomatically uploaded from the app during the 
login phase, in an invisible manner for the user.
When the app is connected to a pro-UP which 
has a previous firmware version compared to 
the last upgraded, the upgrade is proposed 
by appearance of the «Upgrade pro.UP» item 
on the side menu.
Accessing, you can choose the version to 
implement.

   
The procedure starts by pressing the «Upgrade» button on the bottom, after which the progress bar appears of the loading status.
When the upload is complete, the app will advise of the successful operation with a dedicated text and a toast message overlaid.

NOTE: at time of drafting this instruction manual, it is not possible to update the pro.UP FW from remote (therefore via Internet 
connection), but rather only locally with a point-point connection.
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1

2

DIVA.3 / DIVA.5 / BULL624 TURBO / BULL1224 TURBO

ROMEO / JIM3 (9B)

3 JACK24.50 / JACK24.80
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5

BULL424SW

HYBRA 24
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